
Below is the breakdown for the Add Service request for integrating the public art into the building envelope and site.  

The scope of the public art is integrated into the building structure and envelope which involves coordination with 

MSR’s consultants, the artist’s team, the artist’s structural engineer, and Flintco.  Modifications to the Construction 

Document Set will be needed by MSR, MODUS and 360 engineering.  The below numbers are Not-to-Exceed and will 

be billed hourly. 

 

Public Art: 

 

MSR  

 Tom Haller (40 hours x $101)    $4040.00 

 Kristilyn Vercruysse (15 hours x 131)    $1965.00 

 

360 Engineering 

 Ricardo Montoya    $6000.00  

 (see attached proposal) 

DNA 

 Brennan Schumacher (8 hours x $150) $1200.00   

 

Modus 

 Engineer (10 hours x $110)  $1,100.00 

 

Total:                     $14,305.00 

 

 

The fees above include the following: 

- MSR and 360 Engineering attending meetings with Artist and Artist’s Engineer 

- Site visit with 360 Engineering and Artist’s Engineer 

- MSR to conduct construction coordination meetings with Flintco to minimize construction schedule shifts 

- One meeting between DNA and artist to discuss lighting intent 

- DNA to help artist select lighting fixture  



- MSR to ensure building enclosure works with connections points of work to building in (4) locations 

- Issue a Proposal Request for design and document changes by MSR, Modus, and 360 

- Review PCOs by all parties and generate a Change Order for proposed scope of work. 
 
The above add service does not include 

- Any Art required changes to the landscape design 

- Lighting design for the art piece.  This should be provided by Artist 

- Any structural design of the art piece, art connections to the structure or art foundation 

- Any design for any required protection around the guy wires at the support pole in the tree reading grove 

- Any utility redesign required by the final location of the art work 
 
MSR can provide any of the above request with future additional service requests. 


